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Abstract. In this paper, the fatigue damage areas which may occur in 3
types of models are predicted. At the analysis result of this paper, the fatigue
property at model 3 with the jointless configuration is shown to be adequate by
showing the excellent result at the environment of high vibration. The result of
this paper can contribute to safe design by setting the state that applies the
fatigue load of turnbuckle used in towing vehicles.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, 3D analysis models were made according to the form of turnbuckle for
car towing with regards to the damage area which may occur when exposed to the
same fatigue environment. Through fatigue analysis, the preceding data was secured
prior to the actual experiment by using turnbuckle. Cost and time can be reduced on
the basis of it. By predicting the damage area of the turnbuckle through such
simulation analysis, it is expected to contribute to safe design [1,2].

2

Analysis Model and Study Result

Fig. 1 indicates the simulation models used in the analysis and is comprised of models
1, 2 and 3 with different types. Model 1 uses bolts while models 2 and 3 use the
separate hooks to connect and all the three types of models has the adjustment part
comprised of the left and right screws to adjust tension. In addition, Fig. 1 refers the
application of the load for towing the vehicle prior to applying the fatigue load to the
analytical model. Tension applies with the force of 1000N on the directions of binding
parts by being fixed to the connecting part.
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(A) Model 1

(B) Model 2

(C) Model 3
Fig. 1. Analysis model and condition
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(A) Model 1

(B) Model 2

(C) Model 3
Fig. 2. Contour of fatigue life at each model
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Fig. 2 shows the contour of fatigue life at each model. The contours of fatigue lives
are shown st models of 1, 2 and 3. Model 3 of ‘O-shape’ has higher fatigue life than
the other models. Through these results, the fatigue property of turnbuckle is
investigated due to existence or nonexistence of turnbuckle joint [3-7].

3

Conclusion

This paper investigates the stress and damage at each model with regards to the
external force and fatigue load applied by depending on the shape of the turnbuckle
used in towing vehicles. This study was able to identify the following conclusions as
the result by conducting the structural and fatigue analyses based on 3D models.
As the study result, the hook-type of model 2 was structurally unstable even when
the fatigue load was not applied. Also, for ‘O-shaped’ model 3, the fatigue life at the
neck part was small. Through this study result, the fatigue property becomes different
due to existence or nonexistence of turnbuckle joint. It is obtained analytically that the
fatigue property can be better when the jointless configuration of O-shape is used
among these models. This study result can be applied to the foundation data on the
structural safe design of turnbuckle at fatigue.
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